The first stage of human auditory processing is the filtration performed by the ear. The middle 2 ear, basilar membrane, and tectorial membrane contribute to a filter bank specialized for ampli-3 tude and frequency selectivity. Accurately modeling this system is of critical importance, because 4 the properties of the cochlear filter bank determine what audio information is available to humans.
I. Introduction
of the filter's passband is a poor approximation of the tip of the model response curve.
75
Similar comparisons of gammatone and elliptic filters as in Fig. 3 
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• The fit must allow for accurate representation of very steep S 2 slopes.
91
• The fits for adjacent filters in the filter bank must be correlated due to the near shift-invariance 92 property.
93
To meet all three requirements, a GSD method was utilized which locally minimized the mean- where algorithm which allow for simultaneous log-magnitude and phase fitting require further analysis.
104
The Appendix contains a brief derivation of the equations used to implement dB-GSD filter fitting.
105 Figure 4 shows a comparison of the fits generated by three standard methods and the dB-GSD 106 method. The figure shows that dB-GSD creates fits of comparable quality to the other methods.
107
To perform GSD fitting stably on auditory filters of low best frequency relative to the sampling 108 rate, it was necessary to fit directly to the pole/zero placements. property of the filter bank.
116
The primary motivation for the dB-GSD method is that it can better satisfy the near shift-117 invariance property. This is done by initializing the pole/zero placement guess for each target filter . Additionally, adjacent filter fits calculated with invfreqz do not always have similar pole/zero placements in the z plane, violating near-shift invariance. The dB-GSD fit has comparable accuracy, but it can be applied to every auditory filter regardless of best frequency and it enforces the near shift-invariance property of the filter bank. the other fits. While the other methods also allow for initial guesses at filter parameters, changes in 121 the initial conditions do not have an appreciable effect on the results. Presumably, this is because 122 the methods rely upon linear algebra to solve for the parameters and converge too rapidly to be 123 affected by the initial conditions. This is usually a desirable quality of an optimization method.
124
However, dB-GSD's strong reliance on initial conditions led to results which are easier to use in 125 the case of the auditory filter bank.
126
Without an adequate initial guess, the dB-GSD algorithm was usually unable to settle into a 127 reasonable local error minimum for any auditory filter. This problem was solved by using the Approximate auditory filters at low critical frequencies require either down-sampling or second- 
140 141
142 where F 1 is the original rate, F 2 is the desired sampling rate, f b is the best frequency of the con-143 sidered filter, x 1 is a complex pole/zero location, and x 2 is the optimally warped complex location 144 at the new rate. This bypasses most of the numerical complications of the bilinear z transform and 145 at the same time allows all the filters to maintain stability for reasonable sampling rates.
146
These considerations are all typical for low critical frequency digital filters and do not represent 147 any loss of functionality of the proposed filter bank.
148
as the target filters of the dB-GSD algorithm. The best frequencies of the filters were evenly spaced 151 along the cochlea according to the Greenwood function (Greenwood, 1990): 
163
The calculations yielded a set of 10 complex polynomials which describe the pole/zero place- 
180
The contribution of the TM is still a source of debate. As described by Allen (1980) , the TM . This zero appears in approximations with best frequency above 3 [kHz].
183
As more apical cochlear places are considered, the TM zero shifts down and around the peak of the It is likely that modifications could be made to the dB-GSD algorithm to simultaneously fit 
Appendix A. dB-GSD Derivation and Equations

228
To find equations for implementing the dB-GSD algorithm, represent
where H t (ω k ) is a complex target frequency response and H a (ω k ) is the approximate complex 233
response. E(ω k ) is then the purely real log magnitude error in [dB] evaluated at the frequency ω k .
234
We can write
236 where e is the real error we seek to minimize and W (k) is an optional weighting vector.
237
We seek to differentiate e in terms of the real and imaginary components of the poles and zeros
238
of H a in the upper-half of the z plane. Assuming 2N total zeros and 2M total poles such that all 239 poles and zeros are organized in conjugate pairs, allow the following definitions:
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where z n represents the n th complex zero location valid over 1 ≤ n ≤ N and z * n represents its 242 conjugate reflection, with similar notation for the poles.Z n then denotes the contribution of the n th 243 zero and its conjugate reflection evaluated on the unit circle of the z plane. For convenience, let
245
For generality, allowX to represent any ofZ n orP m , and let x represent any of R n , I n , R m , or
246
I m corresponding toX. Differentiating e:
248 where 249 ∂E(ω k ) ∂x = ± ∂ ∂x (20 log 10 |X|) = ± ∂ ∂x (10 log 10 (|X| 2 )) = ± 10 ln(10)
The right-hand side of equation (A7) is positive when considering a zero and negative when con-251 sidering a pole. By differentiating the squared-magnitudes ofZ n andP m in terms of R n , I n , R m ,
252
or I m for each n and m, equations for the gradient of steepest ascent can be formulated. Iteratively 253 tracing this gradient in the negative direction using a stepping constant α allows for implementation 254 of the dB-GSD algorithm.
255
As hinted earlier, the gradient step also includes a step in the total dB gain G of the filter defined
The derivation of the G component of the gradient is trivial. Note that a different stepping constant 259 α G should be used for G steps due to the differences in error computation due to G versus pole/zero 260 placements.
261
The five equations comprising the dB-GSD algorithm as it was used for the auditory filter 262 modeling task are included below for reference. 
345
Note that the dB-GSD method was used to fit a MP approximation while invfreqz was applied to 
